CCT Meeting #55 - 12 September 2017 @ 13:00 UTC

*Attendees:*

Team: Waudo Siganga, Drew Bagley, Gao Mosweu, Jamie Hedlund, Jordyn Buchanan, Calvin Brown, David Taylor, Carlton Samuels, Fabro Steibel, Lauren Kapin, Kaili Kan

Guests: Maciej Korczynski, Maarten Wullink

Observers: John McCormac

ICANN Org: Jean-Baptiste Deroulez, Brenda Brewer, Brian Aitchison, Antonietta Mangiacotti, Eleeza Agopian, Alice Jansen, Karen Mulberry,

Apologies: Jonathan Zuck

**Agenda:**

1. Welcome, roll-call, SoI
2. DNS Abuse Study Presentation + Q&A: SIDN
3. Review & Approval of “DNS Abuse Study” paper: Drew
4. Review of updated version of Parking paper: Jordyn, Jonathan
5. A.O.B.

**Documents:**

- SADAG-Presentation
- PARKING DRAFT-jvzV4
- DNS Abuse Chapter Draft 2017-09-12

**Recordings:**

- Adobe Connect
- mp3

**Chat Transcript:** EN

**Transcript:** EN

**Decisions Reached:**

**Action Items:**

- Parking Paper: Jonathan to change the title of this section by including parking, instead of "inactive" domains